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???????????,????????????????.......
Eliza Altairsky-Lointaine is the toast of Moscow society, a beautiful actress in an infamous theatre troupe. The estranged wife of a descendant of Genghis Khan, her love life is as
colourful as the parts she plays: her ex-husband has threatened to kill anyone who courts her. He appears to be making good on his promise. Fandorin is contacted by
concerned friend - the widowed wife of Chekhov - who asks him to investigate an alarming incident involving Eliza. But when he watches Eliza on stage for the first time, he falls
desperately in love . . . Can he solve the case - and win over Eliza - without attracting the attentions of the murderer he is trying to find?
Chinese edition of The Likeness. Since Detective Cassie Maddox looks so much like the victim, she went undercover as the victim as a housemate to four students. This
psychological suspense novel was a recommended book on amazon's 2008. In Traditional Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
Includes, beginning Sept. 15, 1954 (and on the 15th of each month, Sept.-May) a special section: School library journal, ISSN 0000-0035, (called Junior libraries, 1954-May
1961). Also issued separately.
General Khrapov, newly appointed Governor-General of Siberia and soon-to-be Minister of the Interior, is murdered in his official saloon carriage on his way from St Petersburg
to Moscow. The killer, disguised as Fandorin, leaves a knife thrust up to the hilt in his victim's chest and escapes through the window of the carriage. Can Fandorin escape
suspicion? A battle of wills and ideals, revolutionaries and traditionalists and good versus evil.
?????,???????????,?????????,??????????????????,???????????,??????,?????????????......
Russian literature arrived late on the European scene. Within several generations, its great novelists had shocked - and then conquered - the world. In this introduction to the rich and vibrant
Russian tradition, Caryl Emerson weaves a narrative of recurring themes and fascinations across several centuries. Beginning with traditional Russian narratives (saints' lives, folk tales, epic
and rogue narratives), the book moves through literary history chronologically and thematically, juxtaposing literary texts from each major period. Detailed attention is given to canonical writers
including Pushkin, Gogol, Dostoevsky, Tolstoy, Chekhov, Bulgakov and Solzhenitsyn, as well as to some current bestsellers from the post-Communist period. Fully accessible to students and
readers with no knowledge of Russian, the volume includes a glossary and pronunciation guide of key Russian terms as well as a list of useful secondary works. The book will be of great
interest to students of Russian as well as of comparative literature.
?????????????????.????????????????,??????????????????,??????????????,???????????????????.
All the World's a StageWeidenfeld & Nicolson
Traditonal Chinese Edition of [The Pull of the Stars]. A novel about the flu pandemic a hundred years ago, but it reads completely in line with the present, depicting the same frustrations,
tensions, hopes, and dangers of the present and the past.
Chinese edition of Ein liebender Mann. It's the love story between Goethe and Levetzow. When Goethe was 73, he fell in love with Ulrike von Levetzow, an 18 year old. Goethe said of their
first meeting as the meeting of the soul. Levetzow inspired the poem Marienbad Elegy, which Goethe considered his dearest. In Traditional Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
???????20????????60?,??????????????????????,????????????????.?????????,??????????,?????,??????,?????,?????????????,??????????????.????????????,???????????????????.
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“????? ??????????, ??????! ”????????????, ??·???????????????, ?????????????.......
?????:???
You don't know his name, but Boris Akunin is one of the most popular and prolific Russian writers of the twenty-first century.
????????????1991????
???????????????????·???????
?????????????????????,???????????????.???????????????????,??????????????,??????????.???????????,?????????????,??????????????,??????????????????????,???.?
???,?????????????????,??????????????????.
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(1926—1975) ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???? ???
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
Indexes the Times and its supplements.
?1836????????,??????????????????????,??????????,????????????????????????,?????????????????????????????????
Senka Skorikov, orphan and urchin, has been abandoned to the murky world of Moscow's gangster district. While picking a pocket or two, he glimpses the most beautiful woman
he has ever seen, and joins the gang of her overlord lover, The Prince, so desperate he is to meet her. Senka climbs the criminal ranks, uncovering a stash of precious metal,
and gradually capturing the heart of his beloved Death - so named for the life expectancy of her lovers. But as the bandit community balks at his success on both fronts, threats
on his life begin to pour in . A dandy and his 'Chinese' sidekick seem to be taking an inordinate interest in Senka's welfare, and it becomes clear that those threatening Senka are
linked to a spate of murders, grizzly even by underworld standards. Fandorin must unweave a tangled web of narcotics, false identities and organised crime - but can he survive
an encounter with the ever-alluring Death unscathed? Find out in the darkest Fandorin to date!
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2007?????????????
Chinese edition of Then We Came to the End. Joshua Ferris is the winner of the Barnes and Noble Discover New Writers Award. The book was also nominated for the National Book Awards Fiction 2007.
Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
Provides synopses for over 1,500 titles of current popular fiction and recommends other books by such criteria as authors, characters portrayed, time period, geographical setting, or genre
THE FIRST BOOK IN THE MULTI-MILLION COPY, INTERNATIONALLY BESTSELLING ERAST FANDORIN MYSTERIES SERIES 'A sparkling romp of a story' TLS 'In Russia Boris Akunin is roughly the
counterpart of John Grisham' TIME 'Think Tolstoy writing James Bond with the logical rigour of Sherlock Holmes' GUARDIAN Moscow 1876. A young law student commits suicide in broad daylight in
Moscow's Alexander Gardens. But this is no ordinary death, for the young man was the son of an influential industrialist and has left a considerable fortune. Erast Fandorin, a hotheaded new recruit to the
Criminal Investigation Department, is assigned to the case. Brilliant, young, and sophisticated, Fandorin embarks on an investigation that will take him from the palatial mansions of Moscow to the seedy
backstreets of London in his hunt for the conspirators behind this mysterious death. What readers are saying about the Erast Fandorin Mysteries: 'I loved it... I just couldn't put it down!' My book Obsession 'A
delightful mystery/adventure! There's a dark twist at the end that has me anxious to continue in this series' Neil on Goodreads (five stars) 'Ultimately, the overall success of The Winter Queen is due to the
vibrancy of its setting, the cleanness of its prose and the magnetism of its protagonist... Odds seem good that Akunin will be the next detective to capture readers' fancy en masse' Sarah Weinman, January
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Magazine 'These books are a fun, riotous read that you don't want to put down until you've completed each and every one of them' Jill on Goodreads (five stars) 'The conclusion is shocking and this reader
can't wait to delve into the next in the series' A Writer's Jumble 'Nail-biter all the way through!' Corin on Goodreads (five stars) A page-turning delight perfect for fans of Sherlock Holmes, Hercule Poirot and
the Russian literary greats.
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